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X-Thinking Rock is an application for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. It allows you to keep track of
your thoughts, things you would like to do and information about yourself. It will guide you

towards becoming more proactive and concentrate on the things that are important to you. You
can use this information to help you remember or come up with new solutions for the things that
you need to do. Features: ★ Action based thinking ★ Organize your thoughts ★ Create projects
and actions ★ Review your thoughts, projects, information and other things ★ Adjust list of tags
★ Sorting ★ Briefing ★ Notes ★ Bookmarks ★ Import CSV, TXT, XLS files ★ Export to CSV,
TXT, XLS files ★ Spotlight search ★ Search in the content ★ Export as JPEG, PNG and PDF ★

Download ★ Share ★ Synchronize with Google Calendar, Exchange, or iCal More like this
Reviews 3.4 68 Ratings keets 12/20/2014 Love it. I just wish it would work a little more. I'm

trying to create a meditation session for an hour and it seems to crash my device. Maybe a more
focused approach on usage would help. Can't get a refund either. edw86 5/13/2016 Finally saw

the light and installed X-ThinkingRock. Read the reviews and was skeptical. But after testing it I
believe X-ThinkingRock is what I need. I am using the same ideas of GTD as Doug Barry,

however I find it easier. Great app! ganeshkalat 11/16/2015 I love to design and build iPhone
Apps. But before starting any new project I always read the reviews of the app. I was so surprised
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to read the reviews of X-ThinkingRock. I started using it and now I know the reason why it's
getting so high ratings. It's awesome to use in the long run. A Google User 11/26/2014 Had a nice
search of the app store but the reviews and ratings don't mean much. The app is buggy, the add on
doesn't work, and one needs to pay to use it. Shawn 4/4/2016 This is such an awesome app with a

simple interface

X-ThinkingRock For PC

X-Thinking Rock is a multi-tasker at it's best - it can help you become more proactive and focus
on the things you really want to do! X-Thinking Rock can help you collect your thoughts and

priorities and then act upon them. You can specify what your thoughts should be organized by
date and by tags - category, tag, action, project, information or future possibility. You can group
multiple actions under one tag or project, and it is easy to change the design of X-Thinking Rock

to suit your needs. X-Thinking Rock allows you to collect your thoughts and process them into
actions, projects, information or future possibilities. Actions can be done by you, delegated to

someone else or scheduled for a particular date. (X-Thinking Rock is an enhanced version of the
Thinking Rock. By using X-Thinking Rock you get the ability to share your thoughts and organize

them in an efficient manner. The list is similar to the TAGFISH method, however does not
require the use of external hardware. The goal of this application is to make it easy for you to plan
and organize your thoughts and actions efficiently and actively!) X-Thinking Rock is the best way

to organize your thoughts and make them easier to perform. X-Thinking Rock will help you to
write a list of the things you want or need to do as soon as you realize it; it will collect all the

thoughts in the most organized and effective manner possible. X-Thinking Rock is one of the top
must have apps for GTD lovers. X-Thinking Rock comes with (X-Thinking Rock In-App)

training videos and is designed to be used with a smart phone or tablet. X-Thinking Rock is an all-
in-one, must-have app that uses the technology of the Android operating system. X-Thinking
Rock is the ideal companion to Improve Your Productivity! X-Thinking Rock Permissions: *

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE – for cache resources downloaded *
WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE – for cache resources downloaded * READ_PHONE_STATE
– to check if gps is online * RECORD_AUDIO – for voice input * RECORD_VIDEO – for video

recording * WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE – for cache resources downloaded * WRITE_
09e8f5149f
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X-ThinkingRock Crack+ With Serial Key [32|64bit]

* Help clear your mind * Try to become more proactive and concentrate on what is important to
you * Manage your time and effort better * Keep you on track Collect your thoughts into one
place * Actions, Projects, All * Flows * Storage * Notes * Actions can be done by you, delegated
to someone else or scheduled for a particular date Simple, Free & Help 1. Simply type, write or
draw 2. Free. 3. Help. 4. Leave comments 5. Rate it. 6. Buy it for your friends is showing list of
nodes as first time but after clicking on any node in the ListView, I am getting the following error
in Android Logcat: WARN/InputManagerService(13): MSG_WINDOW_FOCUS_CHANGED
while in a window that is already focused WARN/InputManagerService(13):
MSG_WINDOW_FOCUS_CHANGED while in a window that is already focused There is some
code which I am including below: @Override public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); ArrayAdapter adapter = new ArrayAdapter(this,
android.R.layout.simple_list_item_1, listItems); setListAdapter(adapter);
getListView().setOnItemClickListener(this); } @Override public void onItemClick(AdapterView
parent, View view, int position, long id) { // do something } please help. Thanks in advance. A: In
onItemClick() try this @Override public void onItemClick(AdapterView parent, View view, int
position, long id) { // do something if (view!= null) view.setSelected(true); else
view.setSelected(false); } Ask HN: Stack Exchange Site Licensing / Community Patents - mikelee

What's New In?

X-Thinking Rock is a great way to manage your thoughts, actions and projects. It helps you focus
on what's important and enables you to follow the principles of the GTD methodology. X-
Thinking Rock is the perfect way to use GTD to organize and plan your life. With X-Thinking
Rock you can be more productive and allow your mind to focus on what is important and get the
best from yourself You can process and manage your thoughts by planning and recording these in
categories like: 1. Ideas 2. Projects 3. Actions 4. Tasks 5. Notes Version History: 1.0.22.0: - fixed
issue with "Webmail New_Crack" that causes crash 1.0.21.0: - Fixed bug that causes Crash
1.0.20.0: - Fixed bug that causes Crash 1.0.19.0: - Fixed bug that causes Crash 1.0.18.0: - Updated
build number 1.0.17.0: - Fixed issue with sync store not being created 1.0.16.0: - Fixed bug that
causes Crash 1.0.15.0: - Fixed bug that causes Crash 1.0.14.0: - Updated Music Lib 1.0.13.0: -
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updated 1.0.12.0: - Fixed issues with checkin database during sync 1.0.11.0: - Fixed error with
RadioSubscription 1.0.10.0: -Updated signature and added log 1.0.9.0: - Fixed archive folder not
being created 1.0.8.0: - Fixed crash while changing tab on x-thinkingrock. 1.0.7.0: - fixed find
action not working when in a project 1.0.6.0: -Added Sort and Sort Alphabetical actions to project
actions list 1.0.5.0: - Fixed project header image 1.0.4.0: - Fixed some bugs with database
connections 1.0.3.0: - Added new Checkin action to Categories 1.0.2.0: - Fixed icon used by
actions 1.0.1.0: - Added checkin action to Category 1.0.0.0: - Started work on project and action
tab. 1
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System Requirements:

Windows® 7 SP1 (or Windows Server 2008 R2) Intel® Core® 2 Duo or equivalent 2 GB RAM 2
GB available disk space 1024 x 768 resolution Mac OS 10.7.x (Mac OS X 10.7.5 is
recommended) Intel® processor Experience the raw animal intensity of the Kinefinity Ferrari 570
V8 engine with the game’s best graphics settings, carefully tuned for optimal performance on the
highest end of your
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